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Top Smartphone Brands, By Global Sales
• Many industries took a hit last year, and the smartphone market was no                                                       

exception—in 2020, smartphone sales worldwide dropped by 12%.
• Yet, despite an overall decrease, two of the top five global brands—Apple                                                       

and Xiaomi—experienced an uptick in sales from the year prior.
• Samsung remains the top smartphone manufacturer—at least for now—

capturing almost 19% of the global market in 2020. That’s about the same                                                     
portion of market share it held back in 2019.

• Yet, while Samsung’s market share remains relatively intact, sales did drop                                                  
by almost 15% in 2020. That’s a slightly bigger dip than the overall market,                                                 
which experienced a 12.5% decline in sales last year.

• Meanwhile, Apple crawled up the ranks in 2020, surpassing Huawei and                                                         
claiming the number two spot on the list. The U.S. company launched the                                                      
iPhone 12 in October 2020, which boosted Q4 2020 sales by almost 15%                                                         
compared to Q4 2019.

7-Eleven to open 150 quick-serve restaurants in 2021
• 7-Eleven is aggressively expanding in the QSR space. The convenience store giant opened the latest version of its 

“evolution” store format in Manassas, Virginia. It is the first to feature two quick-serve restaurant options in one 
location. The restaurants — 7-Eleven’s Raise the Roost Chicken and Biscuits, which debuted a year ago in 
Manhattan, and Parlor Pizza, featuring made-to-order pizzas — are located side by side inside the store, with 
separate ordering counters and shared indoor and outdoor seating.

• The evolution format is designed as an experiential testing ground where customers can try and buy the retailer's 
latest innovations in a unique store format. In addition to the Manassas location, the retailer operates evolution 
stores in North Texas, New York City, Washington, D.C., and San Diego. While no two are exactly alike, all evolution 
stores include a restaurant concept.
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Household & Pet Care will add USD131B in chain retail
sales over the next five years
The Household & Pet Care category is expected to continue 
its upward trend, growing at a 5.8% CAGR between 2021-
2026, with growth driven by greater demand for the 
category, as well as the shift to more premium organic 
products. Over the next five years, Household & Pet Care is 
forecast to add USD130.6 billion in sales, reaching USD526.4 
billion in chain retail sales globally. 
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2021 Taste Trends
North America - Nostalgic tastes are manifesting across food and beverages in North America - from family-favorite flavors 
such as chocolate, peanut butter, apple and caramel in desserts, to mixed berry, orange and strawberry in beverages. 
Outside of classic flavors, there’s a growing focus on nostalgic dessert-inspired flavors in beverages, yogurts and sweet 
baked goods, such as brownie, apple pie, fudge, churro and s’mores. Similarly, traditional meals and side dishes are 
influencing spice mixes and seasonings added to salty snacks, such as pizza, taco, salsa and mac & cheese.
Europe - Over the past year                                                                                                           
we have seen many                                                                                                            
consumers turn to authentic                                                                                                  
and nostalgic tastes which                                                                                                   
offer a form of escapism for                                                                                                 
many. This is manifested with                                                                                                
some classic flavors, often                                                                                                  
with a modern twist.
APMEA - Nostalgia and                                                                                                                
nostalgic taste driven products                                                                                              
were one of the main themes                                                                                                  
in APMEA. We respond                                                                                                         
positively to nostalgia in                                                                                                   
“times like these” because it                                                                                                
helps offset our inner tumult.
LATAM - Brigadeiro, arequipe,                                                                                                        
coffee, tamarind, horchata                                                                                                   
and many others couldn’t be                                                                                                  
more Latin in tradition and preference.
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How corporations are recovering from the pandemic
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The top 10 U.S. retail e-commerce companies are…
• Amazon continues to dominate U.S. e-commerce                                                         

sales, far outdistancing its closest competitor,                                                      
Walmart.

• Amazon’s U.S. e-commerce sales will increase by                                                  
15.3% this year to $367.19 billion, after surging 44.1%                                              
during 2020, according to a report by eMarketer. The online giant has a 
hard hold on two categories where it receives the majority of U.S. e-
commerce sales: books/music/video (83.2% of all sales in 2021) and 
computer/consumer electronics (50.2%).

• In addition, Amazon will receive more than 45% of U.S. e-commerce 
sales dollars this year in three additional categories: “other” (48.2%), 
toys/hobby (46.0%) and office equipment/supplies (45.6%).

• “Another way of looking at it: Amazon will receive more than one-
quarter of U.S. e-commerce sales dollars for every category other than 
auto/parts,” stated eMarketer.

• Amazon will receive more than one-quarter of U.S. e-commerce sales 
dollars for every category other than auto/parts,” stated eMarketer.

• E-commerce sales at many of Amazon’s competitors — including 
Walmart and Target—are growing faster, but Amazon’s sales are still 
growing faster than the overall market. Amazon’s share of U.S. e-
commerce sales will increase from 39.8% in 2020 to 40.4% in 2021 —
at a gain of 0.6 percentage points, this growth will be larger than that 
of any other company this year, according to eMarketer.

• Here is eMarketer’s list of the top 10 U.S. retail e-commerce companies 
for 2021:
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Brace for impact: Data shows US import demand still rising
• As Deutsche Bank said back in March, “You ain’t seen                                                                         

nothing yet.” They were right. The latest data reveals                                                                       
that despite a deluge of inbound cargo since the second                                                                      
half of last year, import demand is not abating — it’s                                                                          
increasing.

• Importers are still playing catch-up. The Institute for                                                                         
Supply Management (ISM) Customers Inventories                                                                                
Index, released Monday, dropped to 28.4 for April. That                                                                      
set a new record for the lowest number since the index                                                                       
was created in 1997 and is down 34% from April 2019,                                                                         
pre-COVID.

• As one retail survey respondent told the ISM, “Market                                                                        
capacity in most areas is oversold, with no realistic improvement on the horizon. In fact, it appears that demand will 
continue to strengthen, leading to more significant disruptions.”

• Meanwhile, liners’ rush to get empty containers back to Asia to fill with import cargo — a strong indicator of forward 
import demand — is becoming increasingly apparent in rail data.

• Until this year, loaded inbound rail containers to LA/LB, including 20-, 40- and 45-foot units, have been around 
double the volume of empty rail containers arriving at the Southern California ports, according to proprietary data.

• But that dynamic has now reversed. As of Sunday, inbound empties were 42% higher than inbound loaded rail 
containers.

• Given current market chaos, it’s no surprise that spot trans-Pacific freight rates remain at peak levels. “I think 
[freight] prices will actually keep rising,” predicted Poskus.

• The global composite of the Freightos Baltic Daily Index hit a new all-time high on Monday and is up 208% year on 
year. The Asia-West Coast index is up 210% and the Asia-East Coast index 144%.
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6th annual broker & forwarder benchmark survey
• Over the past six years, Descartes has conducted an annual benchmark survey of customs brokers and freight 

forwarders to identify the strategies, tactics and technology thinking they are using to address challenges, stay 
competitive and succeed in today’s rapidly changing marketplace.

• Survey participants represented a wide range of industry leaders including Descartes customers and followers, trade 
association members and industry publications readers to provide a balanced view of the forwarding and brokerage 
communities.

• Each year our benchmark survey:
o identifies key economic, regulatory and industry changes and trends driving the market
o examines the competitive landscape
• uncovers which capabilities, technologies, and competitive strategies/tactics are making the greatest impact
• Provides the outlook for future IT                                                                                           

investment
• Last year’s survey was conducted in                                                                                          

late 2019 and early 2020 before                                                                                              
effects of the pandemic were                                                                                                 
widespread. In light of the increased                                                                                        
impact of COVID-19 by March, we                                                                                                 
decided not to release the 2020                                                                                              
survey results due to concerns that                                                                                          
pre-COVID data a would no longer                                                                                                
be representative.

• The 2021 survey was conducted in late                                                                                        
202 and early this year.

For the full report visit
https://www.descartes.com/resources/knowledge-center/6th-annual-broker-forwarder-benchmark-survey-results
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• The quantity of greenhouse gases                                              
(GHGs) generated by our food can 
vary considerably across the global 
food supply chain.

• In fact, the difference between 
specific food types can vary by orders 
of magnitude, meaning what we eat 
could be a significant factor impacting 
GHG emissions on the environment.

• Today’s modified chart from Our 
World in Data relies on data from the 
largest meta-analysis of food systems 
in history. The study, published in 
Science was led by Joseph Poore and 
Thomas Nemecek to highlight the 
carbon footprint across different food 
types across the world.

• Across a database extending through 
119 countries and 38,000 commercial 
farms, the study found that, 
unsurprisingly, beef and other animal 
products have an outsize effect on 
emissions. For example, one kilogram 
(kg) of beef results in 60 kg of GHG 
emissions.
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IANA: Intermodal continues comeback in Q1
• Total intermodal volume rose 10.5% year over year to                                                                         

4,616,262 units in first-quarter 2021, according to the                                                                         
Intermodal Association of North America’s Intermodal                                                                         
Quarterly report.

• During the quarter, international containers gained                                                                          
14.8% to 2,362,726 units from 2,057,685 in Q1 2020;                                                                          
domestic shipments rose 4.4% to 1,944,262 units from                                                                         
2,862,499; and trailers climbed 20% to 309,274 units from                                                                    
257,805.

• The seven highest-density trade corridors, which collectively                                                                   
handled more than 60% of total volume,                                                                                       
were all up in the first quarter. Three were                                                                                 
up double digits: 

1. Trans-Canada, 26.4%; 
2. Midwest-Southwest, 15.7%; 
3. South Central-Southwest,15.6%.
4. Southeast-Southwest grew 8.9%;  
5. Midwest-Northwest was up 8.3%;
6. Intra-Southeast posted a 7.5%                                                                                                   

increase.  
7. Northeast-Midwest came in at a 5%                                                                                               

increase.
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Kroger takes flight with drone delivery test
• Kroger thinks that drone deliveries have the potential to help transform its                                                 

e-commerce operations.
• The largest grocery chain operator in the U.S. announced yesterday a pilot                                                   

program testing the use of autonomous drones to deliver online orders from                                                   
a Kroger in Centerville, OH.

• The pilot program, run with Drone Express, a division of Telegrid Technologies,                                              
enables Kroger to identify drop-off points based on the location of a customer’s smartphone. This means that the 
store testing the drones will be able to bring condiments, sunscreen or other items to a park, for example, if a 
customer forgets to pack them for an afternoon picnic.

• Customers placing orders can get their products within as little as 15 minutes. There are weight limits, however, with 
each order having a five-pound capacity. Kroger is offering special product bundles, such as child wellness (over-the-
counter medications, wipes, etc.) and S’mores, which comes with all the fixings for the gooey, sugary summer 
delight. Customers at the Centerville store may place orders by going to Kroger.com/DroneDelivery.

Supply chain visibility/optimization
Panasonic is set to acquire supply-chain management software provider Blue Yonder for $7.51billion. E2Open is relisting, 
and Descarte Systems acquired trade compliance solution developer QuestaWeb for $36M.

Solutions for E-commerce
• Growing e-commerce needs led to new investment in on-demand delivery and warehousing solutions: China’s on-

demand delivery provider Lalamove raised $1.5B towards their expansion, while the on-demand warehousing space 
saw Deliverr raise $170M, Stord land $65M (after a $31M round in December 2020) and Flowspace raise $31M.

• Also, in services targeting e-commerce logistics, Shippo raised $45M, parcel delivery startup Pandion raised $49M, 
and Indonesian fulfillment startup SiCepat raised $170M. Warehouse automation also drew attention with Locus 
Robotics raising $150M and Berkshire Grey announcing a Q2 listing via SPAC.
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Microsoft invested $2B in GM’s driverless Cruise.
Microsoft invested $2B in GM’s driverless Cruise, which intends to develop last-mile trucks as well. Autonomous truck 
maker TuSimple also filed for an IPO though it is facing some regulatory scrutiny. Self-driving truck startup PlusAI raised 
$200M, and delivery robot developer Starship closed a $17M round.

Texas Central signs $1.6B pact with Kiewit for bullet train electric system installation
• Texas Central Railroad has signed a contract with Kiewit Infrastructure                                                      

South Co. and affiliate Mass. Electric Construction Co. to install the                                                       
core electrical systems needed for the proposed Dallas-to-Houston                                                               
bullet train to operate.

• The $1.6 billion contract with Kiewit calls for the installation of core                                                     
electrical systems including critical safety and systems elements like                                                       
traction power, signaling and communications equipment to enable                                                             
the trains to operate safely and ensure the tracks and operators                                                             
communicate with one another and with network operations, Texas                                                              
Central officials said in a press release.

Uber expands grocery delivery in partnership with GoPuff
• Uber is expanding grocery delivery in the US in partnership with delivery startup GoPuff, launching an ‘everyday 

essentials’ online shop. GoPuff will initially make grocery items such as snacks, pantry items, alcohol and over-the-
counter medication available to Uber customers in 95 cities before rolling out nationwide by the end of the 
summer. GoPuff will handle logistics and delivery for the orders, while Uber will take a percentage of each 
transaction made through its app.

• Given the challenges during the pandemic, Uber has sought to bolster its delivery options with the acquisition of 
both Postmates and alcohol startup Drizly, aiming to make the Uber app a one-stop shop for a variety of goods and 
services. 
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Hordes of reefer containers once again on the train to China
• Since the 1st of April refrigerated transport to China has resumed. It was put on hold over concerns about the 

transmission of the coronavirus via containers. Chinese rail companies are now fully back on track with the cold chain, 
to the delight of the European industry. “We already have the first eighty containers on the way”, says Hanno Reeser 
from New Silk Way Logistics.

• In the first three months of this year, the Chinese government suddenly put a hold on the transport of reefer 
containers (refrigerated units). This was due to the suspicion that the virus could live longer in a cold environment, 
and this way could be imported via the containers to China, Reeser explains. He adds that there was no official notice 
from the government. 

Rail continues to lose 30 million euros per week due to pandemic
• The pandemic and the consequent lockdowns continue to impact heavily on                                                      

rail freight. Compared to 2019 figures, revenues from rail freight have gone                                                 
down from -3% in December 2020 to 10% in the first four months of 2021.                                                         
Average weekly losses have been above 30 million euros per week.

• Investigating infrastructure losses for the first time, this latest CER survey                                               
clearly indicates that rail continues to be affected by the ongoing pandemic.                                                
Following an almost normal month of December in 2020, freight revenues                                                       
plummeted to -10 per cent in January, March and April. In February, loss in                                                     
revenue even reached 11 per cent. In March, average weekly losses were                                                       
above 30 million euros per week (in EU 27), according to the CER figures.

• The CER issued a call for help based on these figures. “Targeted support to                                                  
railways to mitigate the negative impact of COVID-19 is urgently needed and                                                     
is indispensable for the sector’s recovery and future growth”, it said.

• Railways have the capacity to support recovery and Europe’s sustainable                                                      
transition but need to emerge strong enough from this crisis to do so.
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BNSF’s parent company responds to KCS merger activity
• Executives with BNSF parent company Berkshire Hathaway noted on Saturday during the company’s annual 

shareholder meeting that BNSF will seek opportunities to protect its franchise as the merger proceedings go before 
the Surface Transportation Board for review.

• BNSF has a “strong presence” in Mexico, although not as strong as its competitors, with some of BNSF’s intermodal 
business involved in cross-border movements, according to Greg Abel, CEO for Berkshire Hathaway Energy and vice 
chairman of the company’s noninsurance operations.

• The Canadian railways’ interest in Kansas City Southern is not so much for its carload volume but for the opportunity 
to expand and create a transcontinental railroad at a time when interest rates are low, according to Berkshire 
Hathaway CEO Warren Buffett. 

Massive Fire Breaks Out at Wood Pellet Warehouse at Port of Brunswick
• On Sunday night, an "explosion" and fire occurred at a wood                                                                  

pellet storage warehouse at the Port of Brunswick GA. 
• The municipality's fire chief described the event as an explosion                                                            

at a facility operated by the Canadian biofuel company Logistec.
• The first call to local firefighters came at about 8pm on Sunday. 
• At 9pm, the Savannah Fire Department deployed with industrial                                                                

firefighting equipment to help bring the blaze under control. The                                                            
explosion took out the water main, according to the SFD, and                                                                 
pumping equipment was deployed to lift water from the river for                                                              
fighting the blaze.

• Comment – Glenn of ACC News has experienced “dust” explosions on many occasions in previous times. Dust, when 
generated in coal piles, wood working and storage environs, and fertilizer plants for example, constitute a constant 
threat of explosion. Having managed in the world’s then-largest dynamite factory in South Africa, this was a constant 
threat and subject to ongoing and regular inspections.
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European Road Freight Rate Benchmark Q1 2021: average rates increase 0.5% q-on-q in spite of 3rd Covid wave
Ti and Upply’s European Road Freight Rate Benchmark Q1 2021 shows that rates have increased amid the disruption of 
Brexit and new lockdowns across Europe as businesses work to keep moving under pressure.
• The Q1 2021 European Road Freight Rate was €1,118 in Q1-2021. This represents an increase of 1.6% year-on-year 

and 0.5% quarter-on-quarter.
• A combination of Brexit disruption and Covid testing pushed cross channel freight rates up by 1.3% quarter-on-

quarter in Q1-2021, or 5.0% year-on-year.
• However, average prices still remain below pre-pandemic levels
• Latest freight rate data shows that the softer freight rates previously seen in countries hit harder by Covid are 

catching up with those less hard hit.

UP to open Southern California intermodal terminal
• Union Pacific Railroad yesterday announced plans to open a new intermodal terminal in Southern California's 

import distribution region.
• To be located near the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, the new terminal will open in the second quarter to 

provide customers' expanded access to Chicago and other key markets, UP officials said in a press release.
• The terminal will be located in the fastest growing region of industrial warehousing, UP officials said. The Class I will 

start by establishing a “pop-up" terminal at its West Colton yard. Domestic intermodal service will launch between 
Southern California and Chicago, with expected future service to Dallas and southeast markets.

• "We are excited to expand our intermodal presence, and do it where we can                                                    
reduce truck traffic on California's highways, cut drayage costs and compete                                                 
effectively for domestic intermodal freight," said Kenny Rocker, UP's executive                                              
vice president of marketing and sales. "The Inland Empire Intermodal Terminal                                                
demonstrates our commitment to intermodal and the strength of Union Pacific’s                                                
franchise to grow quickly and strategically using our existing footprint."
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Freight rate 'contagion' will bring a two-year 'profit bonanza' for ocean carriers
• Shippers are bracing for a further broadside of rate increases in June across multiple trades, as ocean carriers beef 

up profits ahead of the peak season.
• After a period of stability, following hikes of up to 200% in the second half of last year, transpacific carriers are 

rolling out a raft of new GRIs, effective 1 June.
• For example, Hapag-Lloyd is advising its Asia to North America rates will rise by $1,200 per 40ft.
• Meanwhile, today’s Freightos Baltic Index (FBX) readings for Asia to the US are flat, at $4,840 per 40ft for the west 

coast and $6,236 per 40ft for the east coast.
• The upcoming GRIs will push the index up and, in most cases, shippers outside of contracts are already paying 

considerably more in the form of premium surcharges to ensure space and equipment.
• “I follow the weekly indices, we can’t even get close to those rates,” one UK forwarder told The Loadstar this week.
• “When you talk to the carriers, they just laugh when you quote those spots. The real market is at least 50% higher, 

and that doesn’t always guarantee you a box release in China,” he added.
• And a Chinese forwarding contact told The Loadstar the best rate he could get for a 40ft from Shanghai to 

Felixstowe, for an end of May shipment, was $14,000 plus an equipment guarantee fee of $1,500.
• “There is hardly any space, container availability at the depots is very poor and that rate will be gone by tomorrow,” 

said the contact.
• According to Lars Jensen, CEO of Vespucci Maritime, the knock-on disruption to vessel and equipment capacity from 

the Suez Canal blockage at the end of March could last into the fourth quarter.
• Meanwhile, maritime consultant Drewry said today it expects the “extreme freight rates” on the transpacific and 

Asia-Europe trades “will last for at least another three to five months”.
• It added: “There is also a phenomenon of contagion, where extreme freight rates spread from trade route to trade 

route. This happened last year, when extreme rates on the transpacific spot market were followed by extreme rates 
on Asia-Europe. There is strong evidence that the transatlantic trade spot market is next in line.

• “For carriers, this means a profit bonanza, for at least another two years.”
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The Suez Canal Crisis: Some Lasting Ripples Aren’t Making Headlines
• It came down to physics: a sandstorm, shipping containers stacked too high (believe it or not, they acted like a sail), 

and a ship too big to spin around.
• At the time of this article’s publication, it’s still unclear whether human error by the Ever Given’s captain is also 

partially responsible for the global shipping crisis caused by the 20,000 TEU container ship’s weeklong “vacation” in 
the Suez Canal. Also, at the time of publication, the crisis — which ended more than two weeks ago — continues to 
result in global shipping delays averaging five to six weeks.

• Two main areas where the ripples of the disaster will continue the strongest:
Increased pricing, decreased supply: 
• The carriers are taking advantage of the situation and North American shippers are suffering as their 

equipment is being sent out empty to regions where the carrier can take a financial position and move those 
containers at greater profits.

• In 2019, shipping industry profits came in at about a dismal -$12 billion. In 2020, they managed to flip it to 
+$14 billion — that’s not a trend they’re going to let go of easily.

Compounding obstacles: 
• Shippers were stretched even before the canal episode that fateful day, so adding capacity isn’t a viable 

solution. The previous problems hampering shippers are now exacerbated.
• The global shortage of shipping containers continues to cause a ripple effect of its own.
• Travel restrictions stemming from the pandemic continue to result in reduced air cargo opportunities.
• The above factors and more continue to overwhelm trucking companies, who face employee shortages and 

rising expenses.
• North American recovery is also hampered by a lack of awareness on the global stage. Many companies 

headquartered abroad don’t understand the hurdles American vendors continue to face, price gouging for example. 
The U.S. is one of the only countries where the  government doesn’t oversee or own lines of transportation — in 
most others, it controls or owns at least cargo shipping and airlines — so vendors and logistics companies are dealing 
with rate hikes. 
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Historic cargo surge in LA/LB ports spur 24-hour supply chain discussions
• Cargo backups at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach are accelerating talk of the importance of a 24/7 supply 

chain operation, a complex transition that would require buy-in from numerous sectors across the nation.
• And none of that would be easy.
• One leading industry official compared the task to “solving world hunger.”
• Most recently, containers have seen an uptick in how long they wait for rail pickup — known as “dwell time” — amid 

a current cargo surge, further underscoring the need for a solution.
• The issue has been pushed to the forefront as the ports have seen an unprecedented onslaught of cargo arriving on 

their shores since last summer. The coronavirus pandemic and subsequent shutdowns initially caused a drastic drop 
in cargo numbers beginning last March. But then imports rebounded in the summer, with an online buying spree —
from people who could no longer travel or spend money on entertainment — fueling an historic surge that has left 
ships anchored for days outside the ports, and all the way to south Orange County, waiting to get in to unload.

• About a third of the cargo arriving in local ports is picked up by rail to be delivered to farther reaches of the U.S. The 
combination of rapid ship calls and a shortage of rail cars in the west, in part due to inclement weather throughout 
the nation, spiked rail dwell time up to more than 10 days on average in March, according to statistics released by the 
Pacific Merchant Shipping Association , which represents West Coast terminal operators and shipping lines.

• That’s two days higher than the averages reported in February.
• BNSF is pouring hundreds of millions of dollars into its hubs, including the one serving Los Angeles, to handle more 

trains and shipments.
• Just opening terminal gates for 24 hours wouldn’t solve the wider issue. Rather, every part of the supply chain must 

be synchronized for 24/7 operations, including truckers, warehouses, retailers and rail lines.
• It would require warehouses and distribution centers, many of them located in Riverside and other inland regions, to 

expand their operations.
• Labor agreements, trucking industry regulations and safety protocols would also have to be addressed. Given the 

experience of the last 12 months, it’s time to start asking the question and taking a serious look” at the issue.
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Suez blockage ‘only aggravated’ container imbalance EU ports
• For European port hubs, the Suez Canal disturbance proved to be less                                                         

impactful than expected. Nevertheless, container imbalances between                                                          
imports and exports are still going strong, causing many issues to                                                           
shippers. In fact, a survey conducted by Container xChange shows that                                                        
leading European ports such as Rotterdam, Antwerp and Hamburg, keep                                                          
receiving far more containers than they send away.

• Indicatively, Rotterdam, Hamburg and Antwerp find themselves way over                                                        
the limit. For week 17 of 2021, Hamburg scored a 0,93, Antwerp a 0,9                                                         
and Rotterdam a 0,83. Understandably, all three ports have to deal with                                                      
heavy congestion and numerous empty containers that need to find their way back to the place where they came 
from. This situation looks ominous also for European exporters who race to find containers for their shipments. “What 
we’re hearing from our container leasing and trading members is that they find it increasingly difficult to book export 
containers with the carriers across Europe. It seems shipping lines are prioritizing empty containers to move the boxes 
back to China as fast as possible,” underlined Schlingmeier.

Canada Forces End To Montreal Port Strike – Union Vows To Fight
• Striking dockworkers at Canada’s second-biggest port will gradually return to work on Saturday, the Montreal Port 

Authority (MPA) said, after the federal government passed a law to end the walkout.
• Late on Friday, the Canadian government passed back-to-work legislation to halt the strike, which workers at the Port of 

Montreal began on Monday over changes to their work schedules.
• “Our priority now is to plan for the resumption of port operations and to ensure efficient and seamless service,” MPA 

Chief Executive Martin Imbleau said.
• But a union representing dockworkers at Canada’s second-biggest port by shipping volume said it will challenge the 

Canadian government’s new strike-ending law in court as it violates fundamental rights protected by the constitution.
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West Coast port crisis caught in infrastructure debate
Rail investment, round-the-clock operations critical to keeping up with demand, LB port director tells Congress.
• Trans-Pacific container rates from Asia to the U.S. that have doubled from a year ago to approximately $5,000 per 

box demonstrate an urgent need to pass President Joe Biden’s infrastructure package, according to a top West 
Coast port official.

• Testifying on Thursday before a subcommittee of the House Ways & Means Committee — which is responsible for 
figuring out how to pay for the massive $2.3 trillion proposal — LB Port Executive Director Mario Cordero told 
lawmakers that a lack of containers, intermodal chassis and on-dock rail capacity has hit an inflection point.

• “These containers, which we don’t have enough of, are not being held here for American exporters,” Cordero said. 
“The international [container ship] carriers are rushing to have those containers sent back to Asia to bring back 
more imports.”

• The surge in costs coupled with the lack of equipment for packing exports back to Asia has so far cost U.S. 
exporters nearly $1.5 billion, according to a letter sent this week by nearly 300 agribusiness and forest product 
shippers demanding action from the Biden administration.

• Cordero said the Port of Long Beach and other gateway ports will need to match the ability of consumers to buy 
online 24/7 — one of the factors causing the current buildup of containerships anchored outside Long Beach and 
Los Angeles waiting to unload — by moving to round-the-clock operations to move cargo quicker through the port 
complex.

• “With Southern California highways already congested, implementing policies that enable greater access for trucks 
outside of the normal workday will reduce emissions from idling and enable truck drivers to get to their 
destination quicker,” Cordero said.

• “Investments in rail, sustainable goods movement, energy resiliency, digital infrastructure and demonstration 
projects that advance a 24/7 operations model in goods movement are critical to meeting the current needs of the 
supply chain and expanding U.S. exports in the global market.”

• Tampa Bay’s Anderson emphasized public-private partnerships to expand capacity, including dredging.
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Sea Cargo Chaos Intensifies In The Summer Of Sold-Out Ships
• Container rates are heading higher again, driven to new heights by unrelenting consumer demand and company 

restocking from the EU to the U.S. that are exhausting the world economy’s capacity to move goods across oceans.
• After peaking in late 2020 and not budging much through the first quarter, the rate for a 40-foot container to Los 

Angeles from Shanghai hit $4,403 last week, the highest in Drewry World Container Index data going back to 2011. 
Cargo shippers on less-traveled transatlantic routes are feeling the sting, too: Rotterdam to New York surged to a 
record $3,500.

• Last year the spike in seaborne freight rates was initially viewed as a short-term reaction to an historic demand 
shock in the early stages of the pandemic. Now, it appears that sustained high rates and stretched capacity may 
extend into a second year as the world’s economic recovery gathers steam.

• Though the Suez blockage ended weeks ago, it might take 4 to 6 more months to iron out the operational 
disruptions caused for ship operators and ports, according to Lars Jensen, CEO of Vespucci Maritime in Copenhagen. 
On top of those kinks in supply chains is the robust consumer demand that shows little signs of easing up.

• “We are not seeing inventories being built up, so all of this cargo that’s being moved into the U.S. is actually being 
sold,” Jensen said on a webinar on Friday. “That is another indicator that the boom is not about to be over.”

• U.S. container imports on transpacific routes increased more than 50% in March compared with March 2019, and 
April and May volumes may be even higher, said Nerijus Poskus, vice president for global ocean at Flexport, a San 
Francisco-based freight forwarder.

• Rates for May sailings are “going through the roof” — with some offers exceeding $10,000 per container and a few 
reaching $15,000, he said. Missing from the widely cited rate indexes are hefty premiums the carriers charge to 
guarantee delivery or reduce the wait.

• Most logistics experts agree the situation can’t stay this disrupted forever, but there’s a growing sense that relief 
might not come until 2022. Even those sentiments are part guesswork.

• Carriers are adding equipment: Maersk 260,000 TEUs, Hapag-Lloyd AG 150,000 and CMA CGM SA will have 
introduced 250,000 by July. The global can pool is forecast to increase by 5.8% to 45.7m TEUs this year, said Drewry.

Captain
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Will a virtual quick serve restaurant drive Pepsi’s cola sales?
• Pepsi has debuted a virtual quick service restaurant concept that seeks to pair the brand’s colas with a                     

variety of complementary foods, such as burgers, chicken sandwiches and ribs.
• Pep’s Place, according to the brand, is its attempt at “upending” what consumers think of food                               

ordering and delivery, with cola coming first. Customers start the ordering process by selecting what                        
they want to drink. The site recommends entrees, sides and dessert pairings for visitors based on                            
their drink of choice.

• The concept, which is open at select sites around the country, offers delivery from orders placed on 
PepsPlaceRestaurant.com and through DoorDash, GrubHub and UberEats. The brand will operate the                               
site for 30 days before it goes offline.

How the labor shortage is squeezing full-service restaurants
• As vaccination rates climb and dining room capacity expands, people are returning to restaurants in droves, excited 

to dine out and meet with friends. But this sudden ramp up in business after several months of slumping sales is 
creating a staffing challenge for operators.

• "Restaurants are thriving. They're making more money than they've made before, but struggling to have [staff], 
which is just a very strange problem," Dan Sines, CEO of tech company Traitify, told me in a recent interview.

• Operators say the federal government's extra unemployment benefits and stimulus payments are largely what's 
keeping employees from returning, while others say staff have just found jobs in other, more stable industries. 
Some employees are still concerned about their safety, as well, and are hesitant to return to restaurants. 

• Over the next three weeks, Restaurant Dive is taking a closer look at the tight labor market to find out how 
restaurants are changing their recruitment tactics and what they are doing to keep their current employees. The 
first article in our three-part series explores the impact of the labor shortage on independent restaurants. In 
subsequent weeks, we'll take a look at how chain restaurants are using mass hiring events to fill thousands of 
positions and explore how restaurants are improving culture as a retention tactic. 

• ACC will keep our readers abreast of this reporting.
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In Appalachia and the Mississippi Delta, Millions Face Long Drives to Stroke Care
• Across the nation, nearly 800,000 people suffer strokes each year.                                                           

The issue is particularly acute across the regions of Appalachia and                                                         
the Mississippi Delta, where more than 80% of counties have stroke                                                           
death rates above the national average. Many of these counties                                                               
also face high rates of poverty and are home to vulnerable elderly                                                           
populations. They have a shortage of medical providers or have                                                               
seen local hospitals shutter.

• In Tennessee, 2 million people — nearly one-third of the state —
are people like Crouch who live more than 45 minutes from a                                                                  
hospital that is stroke-certified and able to provide the most                                                                  
advanced care, according to a new analysis by KHN and                                                                        
InvestigateTV. And rates are even higher in Delta states such as                                                             
Arkansas and Mississippi, where more than half of residents must                                                             
drive longer than 45 minutes to those specialized stroke centers.

• For years, the advice for stroke patients has been to get to the                                                             
nearest hospital as soon as possible. A stroke cuts off blood flow to                                                        
part of the brain, and the sooner that blood flow can be restored the better. So, the idea has been to get patients to 
a doctor — any doctor — quickly.

Kaiser Permanente to lay off 200 employees in Northern California
• Kaiser Permanente is laying off about 200 employees across Northern California as part of a staffing reorganization, 

the Oakland, Calif.-based health system confirmed in a statement to Becker's Hospital Review May 2. 
• The reorganization will eliminate primarily nonclinical administrative support roles, as well as workers in temporary, 

on call and per diem positions. The layoffs come as Kaiser changes some of its internal operations and staff 
structures to standardize processes and reduce duplicative work.
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A Primary Care Physician for Every American, Science Panel Urges
• The federal government must aggressively bolster primary care and connect more Americans with a dedicated 

source of care, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine warn in a major report that sounds 
the alarm about an endangered foundation of the U.S. health system.

• The urgently worded report, which comes as internists, family doctors and pediatricians nationwide struggle with 
the economic fallout of the coronavirus pandemic, calls for a broad recognition that primary care is a “common 
good” akin to public education.

• The authors recommend that all Americans select a primary care provider or be assigned one, a landmark step that 
could reorient how care is delivered in the nation’s fragmented medical system.

• And the report calls on major government health plans such as Medicare and Medicaid to shift money to primary 
care and away from the medical specialties that have long commanded the biggest fees in the U.S. system.

• “High-quality primary care is the foundation of a robust health care system, and perhaps more importantly, it is the 
essential element for improving the health of the U.S. population,” the report concludes. “Yet, in large part because 
of chronic underinvestment, primary care in the United States is slowly dying.”

• The report, which is advisory, does not guarantee federal action. But reports from the national academies have 
helped support major health initiatives over the years, such as curbing tobacco use among children and protecting 
patients from medical errors.

• Strengthening primary care has long been seen as a critical public health need. And research dating back more than 
half a century shows that robust primary care systems save money, improve people’s health and even save lives.

• “We know that better access to primary care leads to more timely identification of problems, better management of 
chronic disease and better coordination of care,” said Melinda Abrams, executive vice president of the 
Commonwealth Fund, a New York-based foundation that studies health systems around the world.

• “If we increase the supply of primary care, more people and more communities will be healthier, and no other part 
of health care can make this claim,” said Dr. Robert Phillips, a family physician who co-chaired the committee that 
produced the report. Phillips also directs the Center for Professionalism and Value in Health Care at the American 
Board of Family Medicine.
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Could a vaccine passport soon be your ticket to a quarantine-free vacation?
• Needing documents to travel is nothing new — after all, checking in for a flight requires some form of ID, and if 

you’re bound for somewhere foreign, it’ll have to be a passport. The same goes for car or train trips that cross the 
U.S. border, where from 2023 you’ll need that blue booklet or a state-issued Real ID.

• But a passport to simply check into a hotel or board a cruise ship? It’s a distinct possibility in this age of pandemic-
related restrictions. The idea of so-called vaccine passports proving inoculation against Covid-19 is gaining 
momentum in some quarters, as consumer interest in travel and tourism picks up along with the pace of 
vaccination.

• Nearly half, or 46%, of vaccinated Americans plan to travel this summer, according to marketing software company 
Redpoint Global. And once more travel restrictions are lifted, 79% of them plan to travel as often or more as they did 
pre-pandemic. With more than 105 million Americans fully vaccinated, according to the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention, that means that more than 48 million could be traveling soon.

• “We have heard anecdotally about increased demand from some of our travel and hospitality customers,” said John 
Nash, chief marketing and strategy officer for Redpoint Global. “Vaccine passports may prove to be very important 
to travel growth, but only time and consumer requirements will tell.”

• The vaccine passport concept is a simple one, according to Molly Fergus, general manager of travel website 
TripSavvy.

• “So far, the vaccination passports I’ve seen are [smartphone] apps that verify a user’s vaccination or negative Covid-
test status,” she said. “These have QR codes or other identification features that allow passport holders to securely 
enter restaurants, bars, concerts or other shared spaces, all depending on regulations of the city, state or country.”

• The Biden administration has gone on record as saying there are no plans for a national vaccine passport or 
certificate of vaccination for the entire U.S.

• “It doesn’t seem like there’s going to be one specific vaccine passport for use in the U.S.,” said Victoria Walker, senior 
travel reporter with travel website The Points Guy. “The White House has pretty much said ‘we’re leaving this up to 
the private sector.’”
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Technology update: Cybersecurity
• As the freight transportation realm grows more digitally reliant, every link in the chain can become more vulnerable 

to cyber attacks. Progressive Railroading recently asked a sampling of technology and service providers for 
information about their offerings or trends in the field. The rail industry is characterized by legacy systems designed 
and commissioned before security measures entered into cyber space. 

• The increase in advanced persistent threats and malicious cyber activity targeting rail industry critical infrastructure 
OT and industrial control systems (ICS) can largely be attributed to the open nature of industrial protocols, such as 
Ethernet/IP, ModBusTCP, Highway Addressable Remote Transducer (HART), WirelessHART and ProfiNET, said 
Beryllium, a Minneapolis-based information security and cybersecurity company.

• Current industrial protocols were ported over from original RS-232, RS-485 and RS-422 communications architecture, 
allowing for the encapsulation of the serial communications, constructed to operate over TCP/IP Ethernet networks.

• These network-based industrial protocols initially were an open architecture lacking authentication or encryption 
mechanisms. This allowed for quick adoption and integration of distributed environments, wide-area networks and 
facility networks at the expense of cyber security vulnerabilities.

• Fast forward to 2010 and the discovery of Stuxnet, a purpose-built malicious code specifically designed to exploit the 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition system and programmable logical controller software and platforms.

• Manufacturers that serve a significant portion of ICS within the rail industry continue to make cybersecurity 
integration a primary concern in their product development roadmaps. However, that doesn’t address the 10- to 15-
year-old legacy systems and vulnerabilities in operation within the rail industry today.

• To keep pace with the ever-changing landscape of OT and ICS cybersecurity requirements, the rail industry can 
leverage organizations such as the International Society of Automation (ISA) and the International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) standards, industry best practices and security frameworks.

• The ISA99 standards and ISA/IEC 62443 were developed to provide cybersecurity guidance and mitigation of 
vulnerabilities for industrial automation and control systems environments and are applicable to the broad 
operations base of freight- and commuter-rail transportation.
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Equinor, Ørsted, Boskalis join AquaVentus offshore wind-to-hydrogen project
• en new companies have joined the AquaVentus offshore wind-to-hydrogen project, including offshore wind 

developers Ørsted, Equinor, and WindMW, as well as the offshore construction company Royal Boskalis Westminster.
• The AquaVentus consortium, which is developing a massive project revolving around green hydrogen production 

powered by 10 GW of offshore wind installed in the North Sea, now counts 50 companies and organizations.
• In the latest group, the initiative also welcomed the certification company DNV, the engineering specialist Offshore 

Wind Technologies (OWT), the seamless steel pipe manufacturer Vallourec, the German Research Center for Artificial 
Intelligence (DFKI), the consultancy company Buckstay, and the logistics service provider Karlsson.

• Under the first sub-project, AquaPrimus, the consortium plans to install two 14 MW wind turbines, each with an 
electrolyser plant on its foundation platform. The wind turbines would be installed off Mukran, Sassnitz by 2025.
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For Electric Cars, Battery Recycling and Demand Reduction Must Go Hand-in-Hand
• For those interested in cutting carbon emissions—and that really should be all of us at this point—electric cars 

present a unique conundrum. On the one hand, we know that they already offer significantly lower lifetime 
emissions pretty much everywhere, even in places where the grid runs primarily on coal or oil.

• On the other hand, they are still private cars. And that means they have a tremendous amount of embodied 
emissions involved in their manufacture, they often sit idle for much of the day, and even when they are used they 
are hardly the best way to move one or two humans around. This latter challenge is exacerbated by the fact that 
electric car batteries also require an awful lot of cobalt, lithium, nickel, and copper—putting intense pressure on 
mining regions that are already under environmental and social pressure.

• So, what’s the world to do? Should we press ahead with strategies to reduce the impact of electric cars? Or should 
we focus our energies on reducing private car ownership in the first place?

• According to a new report from Earthworks—a non-profit organization dedicated to protecting communities in 
mining regions and their environments—the answer to the above questions is "yes" and "yes.“

• According to the report’s authors, it should be technically possible to achieve recycling rates as high as 90% for all 
four metals outlined above—and there are several processes in development that could be scaled up.1

• In fact, the authors believe recycling has the potential to reduce primary demand compared to total demand in 
2040, by approximately 25% for lithium, 35% for cobalt and nickel, and                                                       
55% for copper, based on projected demand.1 According to Rachael                                                                                               
Wakefield-Rann, Senior Research Consultant at UTS-ISF and one of the                                                            
report’s authors, policy-level interventions will be essential in moving                                                        
toward these numbers:

“Policy is important to promote recycling of a broader range of                                                              
materials as current technologies target the most valuable (i.e. cobalt                                                      
and nickel).“
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